There is significant research effort occurring advancing the technologies that will enable more widespread utilisation of deep geothermal energy in the coming years.

The presentation will canvas the research, development and deployment activity in the 13 nations and 3 organisations that are participants in the IEA Geothermal Technology Collaboration Programme.

The work occurring in the IEA Geothermal Emerging Geothermal Technologies work stream will be described along with information on recent advances and ideas to be tested.

Appropriate policy development can be crucial to facilitating energy transitions that enable geothermal energy to contribute to future energy deliver.

Also canvassed will be the potential cross over work streams that are being discussed in the IEA Gas and Oil Technology Collaboration Programme as the Oil and Gas sector looks to diversify from its traditional focus.

Come and listen, and maybe find out what is occurring in your nation, or in neighbouring nations or in nations on the other side of the globe.